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Abstract -Auto-Correction is the process of correcting a misspelled word typed by the user 

as an application of automated translation process. lip-reading is the process of recognizing 

the words through processing and observing the visual lip movement of a speaker’s talking 

without any audio input. Although visual information itself cannot be considered as enough 

resource to provide normal speech as intelligibility, it may succeed with several cases 

especially when the words to be recognized are limited. Auto-correction is a trail to diminish 

the number of errors that can be generated by lip reading systems and to improve their 

accuracy, many error-correction techniques were visualized. In this paper an auto-

correction model is proposed to correct the misspelled words recognized by a lip reading 

system, the output of a lip reading system is subjected to auto-correction model to enhance 

the accuracy of the system. The auto-correction model is based on levenshtien distance and 

dictionary lookup with a proposed dataset. The proposed model achieved accuracy of more 

than 67% enhancing the lip reading system by almost 30%. 

Index Terms— auto-correction, lip reading, levenshtien distance, dictionary lookup.   

I.  INTRODUCTION 

There are several ways to write the sentence with the same meaning. Sometimes the written text 

of some users might be unexpected by the readers, Creating apprehensive and clear text it’s not that easy 

especially for people with a different mother language. An unusually written word in a sentence makes a 

spelling error.[1] 

 Auto-correction  is a trail to diminish the number of errors that can be generated by lip reading 

systems and to improve their accuracy, many error-correction techniques were visualized, several of them 

are manual works by post-editing the recognized output reflex to correct misspellings, while other 

techniques works on different ways[2]. Spelling correction is a well-versed task in Natural Language 

Processing (NLP).Automatic spelling correction is important field for many applications in NLP like text 

summarization, web search engines, sentiment analysis and speech recognition[3]. 

Spellchecking is the task of knowing which word is misspelled and correcting it [4]. There are three sub-

problems in spell checking task: non-word error detection, isolated-word error correction, and context-

dependent error correction. Non-word error detection and correction techniques have headed to fall into 

two techniques n-gram and dictionary look up. The most used technique in optical character recognition is 

the n-gram analysis which work by finding the unusual sequences of characters and considering it as an 

indicator for error.  More common used technique in spelling correction systems is dictionary lookup: this 

technique consider any word that does not appear in the dictionary as a misspelled word. Isolated-word 

spelling correction systems mostly use a form of minimum edit distance to rank or generate suggestions. 

Damerau discovered that over 80% of spelling errors involve of one of the following operations: a deleted 
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 letter, a letter substituted for another, an inserted letter, or two letters transposed or switched. Context-

dependent error correction is used in cases where a word that is correctly spelled replaced with another 

word. Statistical language models are the techniques that are used to detect ill-formed sequences of 

words. Word spelling correction systems mostly generate a rank or suggestion list for the misspelled word 

by using some kind of minimum edit distance. The Damerau–Levenshtein edit distance is one of the most 

used technique for such calculations [5]. 

Spellchecking can be implemented on speech recognition as well as lip reading, in speech 

recognition there are three types of errors that occurs during the recognition process. The first type when a 

word sequence is translated as a different word the type is called substitution the second type when a 

word is missing from the reference, means that the word in the reference is completely missing from the 

translation this type is called deletion. The last type is insertion that occur when a word a pear in the 

translation that has no reference [6] 

Lip reading system in the last few decades gained a lot of interest, it is an important fielded to help people 

with hiring problems or to make it a significant integrated process for surveillance system. In both cases 

lip reading system might miss read a word, to overcome this problem an auto-correction model is 

proposed to check the uttered word and to correct it in order to get the best results from such systems. The 

remaining sections of this paper are as follow: section 2 related work description is provided, section 3 the 

text similarity, dictionary lookup and similarity measure techniques are presented, section 4 the proposed 

model frame work is provided and the experimental results are discussed in section 5 conclusion and 

future work are discussed in section [6].  

 

II.  RELATED WORK 

In this section, a brief description is presented for the most relevant works that are relates to the 

proposed model in this paper as follow: 

In [7] the authors presented a system that can detect and semantic errors in Arabic text by using 

four methods that are contextual based on linguistic information and statistics information, the system 

implemented on Arabic corpus by employing multi agent system. The system was able to detect the 

semantic validity of the words in sentences, the system achieved results of 90% precision and 83% recall, 

the system still have some limitation like the size of the corpus. 

 In [8] the authors proposed a system that correct real word errors based on contextual 

information implemented on the confused words that belongs the brown corpus that have a set of 

confused words that are fed into the system, the authors presented two phase to correct the words one uses 

the trigram algorithm and the other uses Bayesian approach and achieving accuracy of 89%, the limitation 

of this work lies in the corpus size bigger corpus means more confused set of words that leads to better 

detection and correction. 

In [9] the authors presented a proposal for Russian language using morphological and semantic 

information, the proposed system used SpellRuEval contest (Sorokin et al., 2016) dataset to correct errors 

on sentence level by employing a hypothesis of a noisy channel model and feature reranking and 

achieving accuracy of 78%. 

 In [10] the authors presented a system that check the spilling and detect errors of Bangali words 

and suggest a suitable word to replace the misspelled word using Levenshtein distance and unigram 
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 strategy, the system were implemented on added Bangali corpus, the system achieved accuracy of 78%, 

the author concluded that the accuracy achieved is due to the huge amount of data used in the corpus, 

which also was the reason for the time taken by the system to suggest a suitable word.   

In [11] the authors tried to generate errors form a small seed of errors (misspelled words) based 

on annotated corpus in order to have enough data to use deep neural networks for error detection and 

correction in typed words, the presented work achieved accuracy of around 90%.   

III.  METHODOLOGY 

The rapid data growth in recent years caused some information problem, text similarity approach 

was one of the solutions in many areas. Document, paragraph and sentence similarity are based on finding 

similarities between words which leads to text mining by finding the relevant information between words. 

Text mining approach is very important in several systems like text classification, document clustering, 

text summarization, machine translation, auto correction. [12] Words usually similar either lexically or 

semantically. If the Words have the same character sequence they are considered as lexically similar, 

while if the words have the same meaning they are considered as semantically similar but if the words 

doesn’t have the same meaning but used in the same context then the words are not related. Lexical 

similarity can be measured using string based algorithms while semantic similarity can be measured using 

knowledge based and corpus based algorithms[13]. Many similarity measures have been proposed and 

applied in a wide range in literature such as Jaccard correlation coefficient, cosine similarity and 

levenshtein distance. Similarity is often captured in terms of similarity and dissimilarity by distance 

measure[14] and Euclidean distance is considered one of the best metrics in finding the best neighbors to 

the misspelled word[15]. 

Dictionary lookup method are very popular in spellcheckers systems, but a robust dictionary 

lookup needs complex calculations especially with large size dictionaries. Levenshtien distance measure 

is an effective technique with dictionary lookup that is able to reduce the complexity of the lookup 

process[16].  

Levenshtein distance introduced by Vladimir Levenshtein is a metric to check similarity between 

two strings, the main interest of levenshtien is to extend Hamming’s error correction to include the 

insertion and deletion of single letter. Levenshtien metric is the minimum number needed of edits like 

substitutions, insertion and deletion of single letter to change X string into Y[17]. Levenshtien distance 

algorithm is considered as editor algorithm that use dynamic programming string for operation. The 

algorithm works by giving a Wight of 1 for every edit operation (substitution, insertion, deletion) for 

example the levenshtien distance between dog and cat is 3 one for substituting d for c, one for substituting 

o for a and one for substituting g for t. The algorithm can also be used for defining the number of 

adjustment and modification like insertion and deletion in a string s1 to be the same as s2, it counts the 

number of operation on the strings[18]. Assuming two strings S and T with length m and n respectively, 

construct matrix LD [n + 1, m + 1], 

In order for the algorithm to calculating the value of each cell LD (i,j) in the matrix LD, the 

formula is as follows[19]: 
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LD (i,j) ={

0, 𝑖 = 0, 𝑗 = 0
𝑗, 𝑖 = 0, 𝑗 > 0
𝑖, 𝑖 > 0, 𝑗 = 0

𝑚𝑖𝑛. 𝑖 > 0, 𝑗 > 0

              …(1)  

 

Min=min{LD(i-1,j)+1,LD(i,j-1)+1,LD(i-1,j-1)+f(i,j)},where f(i,j) =1 if the ith word of S is not equal to 

the jth word of T, otherwise f (i, j) = 0. Finally, the LD (n, m) of the rightmost corner of the matrix is the 

size of the desired edit distance. The similarity of the two strings can be represented by the LD matrix, 

intuitively, the greater the LD, the smaller the similarity. Assuming that there are two strings S and T of 

length m and n respectively, using LD to express their edit distance, using Sim (S, T) to show their 

similarity [19]: 

 

Sim(S,T)= 1 −  
𝐿𝐷

max (𝑚,𝑛)
              ….(2) 

 

 

IV.  RESEARCH METHOD 
 

The proposed model is divided into several stages as illustrated in the flowchart of this model        

Fig. 1 in the subsections below a full description of the model is presented. 

4.1 Dataset 

The dataset is proposed by the authors collected and processed, each video has the pronunciation 

of the targeted word, and these words is processed and recognized by a proposed system for lip reading 

called Constructed Model for Lip reading System (CMFLRS)[20]. The output of the CMFLRS is word 

that might be misapplied corrected by the propose auto-correction model presented in this paper. The data 

set contain almost 400 video for different words recorded for different speakers from different ages and 

genders. These videos were splitted into two sets, the first set contain almost 300 videos were tested and 

the uttered word was entered to the dictionary as a misspelled word and the correct word associated with 

it, the other part was used as a testing samples for the model.   

4.2 proposed model 

The proposed model is an auto-correction model for the output of the lip reading system, it is 

based on dictionary lookup and levenshtien distance measure, and the steps of the model are illustrated 

below: 

Step one dictionary creation: the first step is creating dictionary that include the misapplied word 

and the right word associated with it, the right words are placed in the value of the dictionary, the 

dictionary is divided into three types (three letter word, four letter word, five letter word). 

Step two searching for a match: in this step a search for a match is conducted, the word of interest (the 

output from the CMFLRS) is searched in the dictionary keywords if found than the word is right spilled if 

not than the word is misspelled.  

Step three calculation levenshtien distance: in this step the word of interest if wasn’t found in the second 

step than it will be subjected to levenshtien distance measure. The levenshtien distance will be calculated 

for the misspelled word with the whole dictionary the word with the smallest value will be chosen as the 

correct word, since the levenshtien distance works by finding how many changes are needed to make the 

two words similar then the smallest value means the most similar word to the word of interest. 

Fig. 1 shows the model flowchart with a detailed explanation in the preceding section.  
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The first step creating the dictionary: a three types of dictionary were created 3 letter word , 4-letter word 

and 5 letter word by choosing the number of letter when executing the model, the purpose of dividing the 

dictionaries into three types is to speeding the matching process. Each element in the dictionary has a 

value and associated keyword, the value is the misspelled word of the keyword, the cases of misspelled 

were gathered from different speakers uttering the words correctly but recognized with a one or two letter 

wrong like (fan recognized as lan, man recognized as mas) these misspelled words were entered as the 

value to the correct word {mas:man , lan:fan}. The dictionary can be expanded as more cases and 

misspelled words are entered leading to more global dictionary for the purpose of auto-correction for lip 

reading. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
FIG.1. MODEL FLOWCHART 
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The second step searching for a match: in this step a search for a match is conducted, first a 

search for a match between the word of interest and the keywords of the dictionary if the word is 

found that it is not misspelled, if the word was not found it means it’s a misspelled word. The 

search process will be faster when choosing the number of utterance letters in the word (silent 

letters not included) for instance , instead of searching in a dictionary that contain a 1000 words 

of different lengths searching in a dictionary that has 200 words only from a specific length.  

The third step levenshtien distance calculation: when the search in step two fails to find a match it means 

the word is misspelled. The misspelled word is subjected to levenshtien distance calculation with all the 

values of the dictionary, the reason why the search is implemented with the values of the dictionary 

instead of the keywords is that during the testing of the model almost all speakers have the same 

misspelling (a missing letter or incorrectly recognized letter) for that reason the search with the value was 

more useful, faster and more accurate than calculating the levenshtien distance with the keywords. The 

levenshtien distance is calculated according to equation 1 and 2 the top 3 closest words with the minimum 

value are considered as suggestion to the word of interest, once the closest words are found the associated 

keyword is presented as the utterance words after it were subjected to auto-correction.  

The following algorithm, represent the steps of the model. 

   

Algorithm (1), Auto-correction for lip reading algorithm 

Input : linguistic text 

Output: auto-corrected word 

Begin 

Step1:  create dictionaries based on number of letters in the input text 

                 Step1.1 create dictionary of 3 letters (dic3) 

                 Step1.2 create dictionary of 4 letters (dic4) 

                 Step1.3 create dictionary of 5 letters (dic5) 

Step2: enter number of letters in the input text 

Step3: search the input text in the dictionary(dic3 , dic4 or dic5 based on step2) key words  

             If the text word is found in the dictionary key words then /* the dictionary according to the    

                                                                                                           value entered in step2 

                 Return the same word( the word is not misspelled)   

             Else 

                  Step4: calculate levenshtien distance between the input text and the dictionary   

                             Values(dic3 , dic4 or dic5 based on step2) using eq.1 and eq.2. 

                 Step5: choose the value from the dictionary(dic3 , dic4 or dic5 based on step2) with the   

                            minimum distance from the input text 

                 Step6: extract the associated keyword with the value from the determined dictionary 

Step7: return the auto-corrected word 
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V.  RESULTS 
 

The model achieved an excellent result in regard to the scope of the implementation. The model 

correct the words that read from a lip reading system based on reading each letter of the word 

individually. The lip reading model succeeded to recognize same letters correctly but didn’t succeeded to 

read a whole word with high accuracy some examples (study cases) are illustrated in Table I. 

 

 

 
TABLE I.  STUDY CASES. 

 

The correct words Read by the lip reading 

system 

fan aan 

mice mii 

wall ooll 

see sii 

nine lan 

left lifi 

meet mel 

lime lnn 

soup som 

  

As shown in Table I, the lip reading system misplaced more than one letter in some words and in 

other it only misplaced one letter, for that reason the necessity has arisen to integrate the system 

with an auto-correction model.  

 The auto correction model which is considered as an integration part of the lip reading system, 

which succeeded to boost the accuracy almost 30%. The accuracy of the proposed auto-

correction model for lip reading system achieved more than 67% tested on more than 100 video 

of different words. The model were able to recognize the word Fat from the word Fate and Fan 

from the word Man, but the model were unable to recognize words like Door or Cold. The 

levenshiten distance algorithm produced the closest distance values between the word of interest 

and the dictionary, the top3 closest words were considered as output (suggestions to the user). 

Table II illustrate the results of the model. 

 
TABLE II.  MODEL RESULTS. 

 

Total Number of Samples 

(videos) in dictionary 

Number of testing Samples 

(videos) 

Number of corrected 

words in testing samples 

Number of words 

uncorrected words in 

testing samples 

300 104 70 34 

Accuracy 67.3% 
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 VI.  CONCLUSION 

  A proposed model for Auto-correction for lip reading a system based on levenshtien 

distance algorithm, the model takes input as misspelled words from a lip reading system 

proposed by the authors based on deep learning and micro-content algorithm. The model was 

tested on a proposed dataset that contain more than 300 video of different words uttered by 

different speakers from different ages and genders. The model enhanced the accuracy of the lip 

reading system by almost 30%, a few points were concluded as follows: 

1. The levenshtien distance algorithm was suitable for a letter to letter comparison between 

the word of interest and the words in the dictionary. 

2. By splitting the dictionary in to several sub dictionaries according to the number of 

uttered letters the word has the execution time was less and the accuracy was better. 

3. The model were able to give really good recognition rate to a very close words as fat and 

fate but failed to correct other words like door or cold based on the output from the lip 

reading system. 

4. The overall accuracy also effected by the speakers in the videos each person might utter 

the word in a different way.  

For future work to enhance the accuracy of the model a corpus must be built for thousands of 

misspelled words based on uttered words for different speakers and different accents.                
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